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Which IOLs are best in children’s eyes?
The bag-in-the-lens is particularly beneficial in the surgical approach

ANTWERP/B Cataract surgery in chil-
dren is more demanding than cataract 
surgery in adults because it includes per-
forming a primary posterior circular con-
tinuous capsulorhexis (PPCCC). 

D epending on the underlying 
cause, one can expect dys-
genesis of the vitreolenticular 

interface with variable degree of 
adherence of the anterior hyaloid to 
the centre of the lens capsule, even in 

cases without manifest signs of per-
sisting fetal vasculature (PFV). The 
best IOL will thus be the one offering 
a stable fixation within the capsular 
bag after having emptied the capsular 
bag of its lens material and further 
guaranteeing very low incidence of 
posterior capsule opacification (PCO). 
It is well known for years that the lens 
epithelial cells (LECs) left behind with-
in the capsular bag are very active 
cells and capable to proliferate and 

transform, obliterating the visual axis 
very easily and quickly even in the 
presence of a PPCCC and after having 
performed an anterior vitrectomy. 
Additionally, it is also well-known for 
years that in order to avoid the prolif-
eration and transformation of LECs, 
these cells should remain isolated and 
entrapped within the peripheral cap-
sular bag where they belong. Being in 
their natural condition, the LECs will 
keep the capsular bag flexible and 
transparent, as they are programmed 
for.  In order to achieve this goal, a 
new lens design has been developed, 
and the traditional J or C loop IOLs 
have been adapted.  This new design 
consists of a disc optic surrounded by 
anterior and posterior haptic flanges 
defining a groove in which both ante-
rior and posterior capsules can be 
inserted (Fig. 1 A-B). This IOL design 
presents the additional advantage that 
the biomaterial, out of which the IOL 
is manufactured, becomes of second-
ary importance. Indeed, since the LECs 
are not in direct contact with the lens 
biomaterial when using this new IOL 

design, the biomaterial will not initi-
ate a foreign body reaction of the 
LECs, which is biomaterial-specific.

This implantation technique, called 
“bag-in-the-lens”, offers an answer to 
different crucial issues which remained 
unsolved after the traditional lens-in-
the-bag IOL implantation in children.  
Reduced postoperative inflammation, 
zero PCO rate, intact ocular barriers, 
quick visual rehabilitation, no iris 
synaechiae, are, according to our clini-

cal experience, the best 
examples of issues 
solved after BIL implan-
tation in babies and 
children.

The only concern 
remaining are those 
eyes of children pre-
senting complex multi-
factorial ocular comor-
bidities prohibiting the 
perfect implantation of 
this new intraocular 
design. In these diffi-
cult eyes, reprolifera-
tion is not always total-
ly under control, in 
particular not when 
both anterior and pos-
terior capsules could 
not be secured within 
the peripheral lens 
groove.

By performing cata-
ract surgery in these 
very complicated eyes, 
it became evident that 
the vitreolenticular 
interface, which is cru-
cial when performing 
the BIL technique, pre-
sents important ana-
tomical variations 
which are currently not 
well known. Convinced 
of the importance to 
reduce anterior vitrec-
tomy as much as possi-
ble during cataract sur-
gery, we decided to 
perform a precise dis-
section of all embryo-
logical remnants that 
may be left behind in 
the visual axis due to 
congenital develop-
mental disorders. We 
performed histological 
examination of the col-
lected specimens of 

posterior capsules in an attempt to 
discover which are the mechanisms 
behind this developmental appearance 
of congenital cataract.

For those eyes presenting with very 
unstable capsule support, e.g. in Mar-
fan disorder, we developed a specific 
surgical technique for BIL implanta-

tion using 
additional fixa-
tion by means 
of auxiliary 
haptic devices 
that fit into the 
lens groove of 
the BIL and 
secures the BIL 
implantat ion 
and centration.

In all eyes 
where the BIL could be implanted fol-
lowing the state-of-the-art procedure, 
no visual axis reproliferation (VAR) 
did occur during the short and long 
term follow-up (Fig. 2 A-B). In those 
eyes where the integrity of the cap-
sular bag and of the anterior vitreo-
lenticular face was compromised, 
reproliferation did occur, and as a 
consequence a secondary surgery to 
correct VAR was needed (Fig. 3).

With the introduction of the sphero - 
toric BIL, congenital corneal astigma-
tism is now also possible to correct at 
the lenticular plane in children with 
late onset congenital cataract. I there-
fore can conclude that the bag-in-the-
lens is a new and recent development 
in cataract surgery that is particularly 
beneficial in the surgical approach of 
cataract in babies and children.  W
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Tilt and decentration of IOLs
Their role in multifocal and accommodative designs

MADRID/E To date, there is no com-
mercial instrument that allows direct 
measurement of the alignment (tilt and 
decentration) of intraocular lenses (IOLs) 
implanted during cataract surgery. How-
ever, the evaluation of IOL misalignment 
and its impact on optical degradation is 
important, particularly as the design of 
the IOLs sophisticates. 

Questions arise whether the 
improved designs of the recent 
IOLs, which aim at compensating 

the spherical aberration of the cornea 
(aspheric designs) or of multifocal 
designs, with extended depth-of-focus 
(multifocal designs) may be limited by 
misalignment. IOL alignment effects 
could be also of great relevance in the 
performance of accommodative IOL 
designs that conceptually work by an 
axial displacement of the IOL in 
response to an accommodative effort. 

Until recently most reports of IOLs 
tilt and decentration were primarily 
observational, with estimates of lens 
tilt obtained by presenting to the sub-
ject fixation targets at different eccen-
tricities and determining the fixation 
angle that produces an overlap of 
Purkinje reflections from the anterior 
and posterior lens.  For the most part, 
the studies assessing the effect of tilt 
and decentration on optical quality 
have relied on computer simulations, 
where tilt and decentration are varied, 
generally independently. However, the 
specific combinations of tilt and 
decentration (amounts, orientation 
and sign) are critical, and must be 
measured at the individual level.

Systematic methods to measure 
lens tilt and dececentration in vivo 
have been recently presented, based 
on Purkinkje imaging (reflections 
from the cornea and lens) and  

on quantitative  anterior segment 
imaging.

Purkinje imaging measurement of 
IOL-misalignment is based on the 
demonstrated linear relation between 
Purkinje images locations and the 
rotation of the eye, tilt and decentra-
tion of the lens. The weighting coeffi-
cients in the linear relationship depend 
on individual biometric factors. A 
Purkinje imaging apparatus consists, 
generally, of an illumination source 
and a CCD camera provided with a tel-
ecentric objective, focused at the 
patient’s pupil plane. Images contain-
ing the eye’s pupil and three reflec-
tions from the anterior corneal surface 
(first Purkinje image), anterior IOL 
surface (third Purkinje image), and 
posterior IOL surface (fourth Purkinje 
image) are captured, and analysed to 
estimate the coordinates of the pupil 
centre and Purkinje images. Tilt and 

decentration are obtained by inver-
sion of the three equations relating 
Purkinje location with rotation, tilt 
and decentration.

 An alternative to 
Purkinje imaging is the use 
of direct imaging of the 
anterior segment of the eye, 
from the anterior cornea to 
the posterior surface of the 
lens, such as Scheimpflug 
imaging or Optical Coher-
ence Tomography. In 
Scheimpflug imaging, a slit 
is projected on the eye (and 
rotated for 3-D imaging) 
and the image is formed on a CCD 
with a tilted image plane, which 
allows to obtain anterior segment 
images with a large depth-of-focus. 
The images need to be corrected from 
geometrical distortion (arising from 
the geometrical configuration of the 

system) and optical distortion (arising 
from diffraction of preceding ocular 
surfaces).  Edge detection algorithms 
are applied to the collected images to 

determine the edges of the 
cornea and IOL which are 
fit to circumferences for 
each meridian, to obtain 
the coordinates of the cent-
er of rotation of each sur-
face. The pupilary axis  
(to which IOL tilt is gener-
ally related) is estimated as 
the axis connecting the 
pupilary centre (also 
obtained from the images) 

and the center of curvature of the cor-
nea. The axis of the IOL is estimated as 
the axis connecting the centre of rota-
tion of the lens surfaces. Data obtained 
for each slit projection (cross-sectional 
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Fig. 1 A: Schematic drawing of the principle 
of Bag-in-the-lens implantation technique 
and IOL-positioning.

Fig. 1 B: Schematic drawing to better understand how the LECs are kept captured in the 
periphery of the capsular bag after BIL implantation.

Fig. 2 A: Short term follow-up (1 year) shows no opacification 
within the visual axis.

Fig. 2 B: Long term follow-up (10 years) shows no opacifica-
tion within the visual axis (other patient than 2 A).

Fig. 3: In case of failure of proper implantation of the BIL, 
reproliferation of the LECs will occur.
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meridional images) and fitted to sinu-
soidal functions to obtain IOL tilt and 
decentration in the horizontal and 
vertical directions.

Spectral Optical Coherence Tomog-
raphy (OCT) allows capturing imaging 
of the anterior segment of the eye at 
higher speed and high 
resolution. OCT sys-
tems suffer typically 
from fan distortion 
(arising from the archi-
tecture of the galvano-
metric scanning ystem) 
and optical distortion 
(from refraction from 
preceding optical sur-
faces). Compensation 
of these distortions 
(along with correction 
of motion artifacts) 
allows quantitative 3-D 
imaging of the eye. In 
spectral OCT the axial 
range is limited, but 
automatic merging of 
images collected at two 
foci allow full 3-D 
imaging of the anterior 
segment of the eye. The 
pupil and IOL planes 
are defined by vector 
normal’s in 3-D, from 
which tilt and decen-
tration of the IOL can 
be obtained, along with 

a complete biometric and topographic 
analysis in 3-D (anterior and posterior 
corneal topography, lens shape, thick-
ness maps, axial lens positions, etc…).

Our laboratory has developed, vali-
dated and applied Purkinje imaging, 
Scheimpflug imaging and sOCT to 
measure tilt and decentration of IOLs 
in pseudophakic eyes. The methods 

are validated with artificial water cell 
eye models with known amounts of 
tilt and decentration, showing that the 
misalignment of the IOL can be relia-
bly measured. In patients implanted 
with monofocal aspheric IOLs (Tecnis 
and Acrysof IQ), measured with 
Purkinje imaging and with 
Scheimpflug imaging, we found a 

high degree of 
mirror symmetry 
in the orientation 
and magnitude of 
tilt between left 
and right eyes. 

We found aver-
age absolute tilts 
of 1.5 deg around 
the horizontal 
axis, and 1.95 deg 
around the verti-
cal axis, and abso-
lute decentrations 
of 0.28 deg hori-
zontally, and  
0.28 deg verti-
cally. IOLs showed 
a forward (toward 
the cornea) tilt of 
the nasal side of 
the IOL, and a 
nasal lateral dis-
placement.

More recently, 
in patients 
implanted with 
accommodative 
IOLs (Crystalens), 

we used sOCT to obtain a 3-D quanti-
tative image of the full anterior seg-
ment imaging, pre- and post-opera-
tive. In these eyes, the alignment of 
the implanted IOL did not always pre-
serve that of the natural lens, and in 
some cases, a systematic increase of 
tilt was observed upon exertion of an 
accommodative effort. We measured 
tilts of up to 7 deg with these lenses.

Measurement of the ocular bio-
metry, topography and ocular align-
ment (IOL tilt and decentration, as 
well as foveal eccentricity) at the indi-
vidual level allows development of 
customised computer eye models. 
These models allow understanding of 
the contribution of different factors 
contributing to optical degradation, 
and to predict potential performance 
of new IOL designs at the individual 
level. While the contribution of tilt 
and decentration of state-of-the art 
monofocal lenses on the ocular aber-
rations is minor (we found that in 75 
% of the cases the small amounts of 
misalignment in fact contribute 
favourably to optical degradation), it 
is likely that tilt and decentration of 
the IOL plays a role in multifocal and 
accommodative designs. In accommo-
dative IOL, increased tilt is correlated 
with increased amount of coma with 
accommodative effort.  W
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Imaging and capturing technology: How does it work?
A critical part of femtosecond Laser-Assisted Cataract surgery (FLACS)

CRETE/GR Femtosecond Laser-assisted 
cataract surgery (FLACS) is a novel 
approach in cataract operation and pro-
vides advanced and highly predictable pro-
cedures regarding four groups of incisions: 
anterior capsulotomy, lens fragmentation, 
clear corneal incisions and astigmatic 
relaxing incisions.

The need for such operations 
emerges due to increased patient’s 
expectations for perfect far and 

near vision and the use of advanced 
and premium intraocular 
lenses (IOL), which have to 
be precisely focused and 
placed as near as possible 
to the effective lens posi-
tion (ELP) in order to 
achieve their optimal func-
tion.

The image guidance sys-
tem is a critical part of 
Laser cataract surgery as it 
determines the location and dimension 
of ocular structures and guides the sur-
geon in customising the placement of 
Laser incisions and lens fragmentation 
zones. The image guidance system used 
must be able to generate references for 
the size and centration of the capsulo-
tomy, determine the corneal thickness, 
and detect the iris boundaries as well as 
the posterior surface of the lens. Laser 
cataract surgery poses unique imaging 
challenges: a femtosecond laser plat-
form must have superior performance 
at a wide range of depths, from superfi-
cial to deep structures. It also must be 
able to image the boundary of the thin 

and clear posterior capsule as well as to 
“see through” opaque lenses, and to 
have 100 percent confidence in image 
registration and spatial integrity.

There are four femtosecond laser 
cataract platforms; each of them incor-
porates a different anterior segment 
imaging (image guidance) system. In 
particular, Alcon LenSx® and OptiMed-
ica® Catalys™ use a Fourier domain-
optical coherence tomography (FD-
OCT) system, while Technolas™ Victus™ 
uses a real-time, high contrast OCT (RT-

OCT). From the other side, the 
LensAR™ uses a 3-D confocal 
structured illumination (3D-
CSI) scanning transmitter very 
similar to the Scheimpflug 
technology. Advantages and 
disadvantages of each one of 
these image guidance systems 
will be analysed.

OCT derives from low-
coherence interferometry in 

which a Michelson-type interferometer 
is used to split the illumination so that 
it travels along either the observation 
arm or the reference. Light scattered 
back from both arms recombine to pro-
duce a coherent pattern which contains 
the information of the axial position of 
the reflected tissue. OCT can be differ-
entiated into time domain OCT, in 
which the mirror on the reference arm 
is translated axially to produce an axial 
scan, and Fourier domain OCT, in which 
the mirror is replaced by a grating or 
detector array that analyses the spec-
trum of the signal. Lateral scanning of 
the source over the tissue along with 

the axial profile produced at each loca-
tion produces the 3-D image of the 
anterior eye.

The resolution of an OCT system 
depends both on the frequency and the 
bandwidth of source. While OCT may 

offer high resolution axial imaging, the 
penetration of the light source in high 
resolution systems is limited due to the 
decreased permitted intensity of the 
source and as such the decreased signal 
to noise ratio in the images. This trade-
off between resolution and imaging at 
deeper tissues especially through 
increasingly opaque media becomes 
quite important when trying to image 
through dense cataracts. Depending on 
the actual system, one may observe 
anterior/posterior corneal surface, ante-
rior lens surface, ciliary body, irido-
corneal angle, Descemet’s membrane, 
trabecular meshwork, and Schwalbe’s 
line.

On the other hand, Scheimpflug 
imaging systems describe the imaging 

properties of an optical system in which 
the object planes, the lens plane, and 
the observation plane are not parallel to 
each other. The intersection of the 
object plane with the plane passing 
through the lens of the imaging system 

and perpendicular to its axis provides 
the Scheimpflug pivot line, through 
which the observation plane must also 
pass for in-focus imaging. The main 
advantage of such a system is the 
increased depth of field, which increa-
ses as we move away from the 
Scheimpflug line. A single cross-sec-
tional plane of a particular meridian is 
acquired at each location while rotation 
of the camera and illumination slit sys-
tem around the eye permits 3-D recon-
struction of the anterior segment. Its 
initially development was focused on 
grading cataract by using quantitative 
densitometry measurements of the 
crystalline lens – and this is one of the 
major advantages of Scheimpflug 
imaging. On the other hand, limitations 

involve distortion due to imaging 
through the refracting surfaces of the 
eye and the lower resolution as com-
pared to OCT.

The OCT-based femtosecond Laser 
systems take advantage of the tech-
nique as described in the previous para-
graphs. On the other hand, 3D-CSI 
encompasses significant modifications 
as compared to Scheimpflug imaging. 
Unlike Scheimpflug, 3D-CSI uses a 
scanning super luminescent diode with 
variable scan rates to permit optimal 
exposure within the image of different 
surfaces in order to improve both on 
resolution but most importantly on 
contrast of cornea and lens surfaces. 
Finally, 3D-CSI takes advantage of ray 
tracing techniques to reconstruct the 
anterior segment morphology of the 
eye and detect lens tilt prior to the 
treatment.

To conclude, the evolution of the 
anterior segment imaging technology, 
the development of new imaging meth-
ods and analysis algorithms and the 
incorporation in femtosecond Laser 
platforms will optimise visibility during 
the operation and the outcomes of 
FLACS procedure.  W
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagrams showing the basis of Scheimpflug (A) and OCT (B) imaging 
technology.

( continued from page 10 

Imaging techniques allowing quantiative measurement of IOL tilt and decentration. 
A. Purkinje imaging, adapted from Rosales et al. 2008; B. Scheimpflug Imaging, 
adapted from de Castro et al. 2007; C. Spectral Optical Coherence Tomography, 
adapted from Ortiz et al. 2012 in preparation.


